Sedimentary processes have direct effects on the geometry, distribution, and geophysical and geochemical properties of sedimentary rocks. Being able to qualitatively and quantitatively visualize the movement vector of sediments in fluid media is essential for understanding the complicated earth surface processes. Nonintrusive measuring and observing the interaction between the movement of fluid media and particles by a laser sheet flow visualization technique requires a light source that is thin and monochromatic. Yet, an ideal laser sheet generator is rather expensive and inaccessible, especially for schools and universities residing in low-income countries. This project is proposing a less-expensive option for a laser sheet source for nonintrusive flow visualization and modeling. Here, cylindrical lens is used to convert from point laser into sheet laser. Multiple combinations of laser diodes of various wavelength (nanometer) and power (milliwatt) and cylindrical lenses of various dimensions are analyzed. The pair that is able to produce the thinnest and brightest light sheet is not only effective but also affordable. The combination of manufactured laser module of 532 nm 50 mW and a single rod lens is able to generate a light sheet that is less than 4 mm thick. When choosing a laser module, this research recommends one at a wavelength of 532 nm with any electric power (high wattage results in high lumens).
each research. Available techniques used for measuring flow velocity are laser Doppler velocimetry, hot-wire anemometry, and particle image velocimetry (PIV); the former two techniques can only measure the velocity at a point while the latter technique is nonintrusive and can produce 2-and 3-dimensional velocity vector fields [4] [5] [6] . Thus, PIV technique has been treated as the dominant method for particle image velocimetry [6] .
This research is particularly interested in quantitative geological aspect, such as earth surface process and sedimentary process modeling, of particle flow visualization via PIV technique because it is nonintrusive and able to produce multidimensional velocity vector fields. The experiment setup of this technique requires a light source that is thin and monochromatic in order to illuminate sediments or tracers in the flow [5] . However, an ideal laser sheet generator is rather expensive, especially for schools and universities residing in low-income countries, and requires multiple adjustable telescopic lenses to setup [7] . This project is proposing a less-expensive and simple to setup option for a laser sheet source and flow visualization experiment configuration for quantitative observation and analysis of the interaction between fluid media and sediments. Advantages and disadvantages of the proposed laser sheet source are also discussed here.
Material and Method
This research has chosen manufactured laser modules because they are widely accessible and relatively inexpensive, less than 35 USD for each laser module depending on its wavelength and electric power. This research is comparing the dimension of the light sheets produced from four different (wavelength and electric power) laser modules-650 nm 100 mW, 650 nm 30 mW, 532 nm 50 mW, and 405 nm 100 mW ( Figure 1 ). The considered dimensions of light sheet are sheet thickness, length, and focusing distance [7] because they determine the has to be thin in order to limit the width of view of the illuminated region.
Doing so can lower the amount of overlapping particles being recorded. An ideal laser module has to be able to produce a light sheet that has a consistent thickness so that the recorded field of view's dimensions are constant throughout the whole flow field. This generates high signal to noise ratio and low amount of parasite scattered light [7] [8] . Doing this enables a trustworthy qualitative and quantitative observation of spatial flow structures [5] .
Typical manufactured laser modules generate laser dot; thus, beam shaping optics are required to convert laser dot into laser sheet [5] [6] [8] . Cylindrical optical components have been used to produce static laser sheets/planes and are regularly used in both aerodynamics and hydrodynamics experiments [7] . This research is using manufactured cylindrical glass lens to convert laser dot into laser sheet ( Figure 2 ). Light sheet thickness and length are measured at 30, 50, and 70 cm from light source in order to determine the uniformity of light sheet's dimension. The three distances are chosen based on the width of the experimental flow tank used in [9] . Width, length, and changes of laser width at various distance of measurement are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . The thinnest laser sheet.
Results
The laser modules are divided into four testing groups ( Table 1 ). The first testing group compares laser module at a wavelength of 650 nm and electric power of 30 mW with that of the same wavelength at 100 mW. This testing group allows the observation of laser sheet quality with respect to electric energy. The second group tests the laser-dot-to-sheet converting ability of psudo-Fresnel lenses ( Table 1) . The third group compares the ability of two laser modules of equal electric energy but different wavelength, 405 nm 100 mW and 650 nm 100 mW of the first group. This testing group allows the observation of laser sheet quality with respect to wavelength. The fourth testing group consists of one laser module. This testing group observes the laser sheet quality produced from 532 nm laser module which generates green light which is within the wavelength spectrum that human eye and camera lens have high percentage of sensitivity [10] . This last testing group only consists of one laser module because ones with different wattage are unavailable.
The results of this research are displayed in Table 1 and Table 2 . Light sheet produced from single rod lens is narrow and long but tapered on both ends ( Figure 3 ) while that produced from pseudo-Fresnel lens is nonhomogeneous and fanning out on both ends (Figure 4) . The laser sheet intensity profiles emitted from both single rod lens and pseudo-Fresnel lens are not a true light plane; areas of low intensity are present along the boundary of the laser sheet ( Figure 3 and Figure 4 ). Laser modules of 405 nm 100 mW and 532 nm 50 mW produced by single rod lens are able to generate the thinnest laser sheet (Table 1) as well as the most consistent in laser sheet thickness at distances from light source to background of 30, 50, and 70 cm ( Table 2 ).
Discussion
From the research results, it could be concluded that the laser module of 532 nm 50 mW produces adequately thin laser sheet, and its width remains relatively constant in a wide range of distance from light source to background. Here, the laser module of 532 nm is chosen over the one of 405 nm because the former is within the wavelength spectrum that human eye and camera lens have high percentage of sensitivity [10] and, consequently, yields high quality images/video file. Even though the produced laser sheet is thin, the distribution of the light intensity of the laser sheet emitted from 532 nm 50 mW laser module is not a true plane. The laser sheet intensity profile observed here is similar to that theoretically analyzed by [7] . However, this laser module still has the following ad- meet Reynolds number and, ultimately, dynamic similitude requirements to ensure that the model and the testing conditions have the same dimensionless parameters. Typical particle flow visualization is carried out in a confining container; thus, particle-wall interaction could alter the micro-dynamic of the particle flow near the walls [11] [12] [13] . The wall factor which depends on the ratio Figure 5 . A schematic illustration of the proposed experimental arrangement for particle image velocimetry in a flow tank. A video camera that is capable of recording multiple frames per second is used to record particle movement in the illuminated region. The recorded video file is later split into multiple frames via any image processing software. A vector map representing grain movements is generated from image frames between time intervals via particle image velocimetry software, such as JPIV which is an open source program. The size of interrogation area for velocity vector evaluation should be small so that the velocity gradients are not significant [5] .
of particle diameter to effective container diameter [14] should be taking into consideration before building flow tank and selecting particle size.
A practical and simple flow visualization experiment setup for qualitative observation and quantitative analysis of the interaction between fluid media and solid particles is depicted in Figure 5 . Prior to building a flow tank and selecting seeded particle size, the following parameters should be determined: Reynolds number, dynamic similitude, and wall factor. The motion of sediments in a flow can be observed by illuminating the light sheet in the interested flow region. The 
